OFFICE OF THE CHIEF ENGINEER PWD RAJASTHAN JAIPUR

No. D - 228 Dated: 9.7.2010

OFFICE ORDER

It is invariably observed by the officers inspecting Road/Building works that the Inspection Books are not maintained at site. It is a very serious lapse on the part of field officers.

It is enjoined upon all EEs/AEs that all Road/Building works costing Rs. 1 crore and above must be provided with Inspection Books and QC Registers at site. These Books/Registers should be maintained and updated time to time and observations/directions of inspecting officers are duly recorded in these Books/Registers.

These orders will come into force with immediate effect.

( N.K. Sharma )
Chief Engineer & Addl. Secy.
PWD Rajasthan, Jaipur
cens@rajasthan.gov.in

Copy to the following for information / necessary action please:
1. PS to Hon’ble Minister, PWD, Govt. of Rajasthan, Jaipur
2. PS to Pr. Secretary to Govt., PWD, Secretariat, Jaipur
3. PS to Secretary to Govt., PWD Rajasthan, Secretariat, Jaipur
4. PS to CE & AS/CE(NH)/CE(B)/CE(R)/CE(PMGSY)/CE(SS).
5. PS to FA/CAO(NH)
6. Addl. Chief Engineer, PWD Zone ____________ (all)
7. TA-I/SE(R)/SE(PMGSY)/SE(NH)/SE(B)/SE(SS)/SE(Traffic)
8. Superintending Engineer, PWD Circle ____________ (all)
9. Executive Engineer(Civil/Elec.), PWD Dn.________________ (All)
10. ACP, PWD to please place it on PWD Website.
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